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New!  Tool-less expansion to 42”

Simply snap the deck expander into place on both sides 
of the head, seat and knee decks (supplied in two sets 
of three)

A powerful latch beneath each expander unit 
firmly attaches to the deck making deck expan-
sion to 42” a snap!

Easy-on, Easy-off expander kit for Rexx, Fast Rexx, and Advantage models 

Molded, half-head assist rails can be mounted 
securely to the expanders before installation.

Advantage

 Item # Description

QD1000B Advantage bed
Q6663 Swivel/locking 360° bed casters
Q6615 Foot end floor lock system
Q6674 Foot end control - Advantage
RM930 Three position pivot assist rail - 

universal
RM950 Fixed assist rail - universal
RAD306H Standard ½ head end side rail - set
RAD501 ¾ length collapsible side rails
Q6412LP Side rail mount pendant holder
Q6414LP Gooseneck pendant holder - side rail 

mount
Q6416LP Plastic pendant holder - head/foot 

board mount
Q6417LP Gooseneck pendant holder - board 

mount
Q5302 Patient helper, trapeze bar, chain and 

hand grip
Q6583-2 Trapeze bracket - dual sockets
CS82 IV pole adjustable

Height Floor to Mattress Support 7-7/8" - 30"

Deck Angles - Back Elevation 0 – 70°

Deck Angles - Knee Elevation 0 – 20°

Bed Length - Overall Length 84-3/4” / 88-3/4”

Bed Length - Sleep Surface 76" / 80"

Bed Width - Sleep Surface 35"

Weight of Bed (without accessories) 160 lbs / 73 kg

Safe Working Load 500 lbs / 227 kg 

Smart technology for advanced clinical and resident positioning

• Smart technology synchronizes motors offering advanced   
 clinical and resident positioning including auto-contour,   
 Trendelenburg, Reverse Trendelenburg and Comfort Chair 

• Rises from 7-7/8” low to 30” high   

Installs instantly.  Requires no tools, bolts, or pins.  Each kit contains  6 deck expanders (3 each right and left) required to expand a 35” bed to 42” wide.
Each expander is clearly marked with its correct location via pictogram for simple attachment on deck.  Ships in a convenient, protective storage carton.  

 Item # Description

Q6709    42” Deck Expander Kit for Rexx, Fast Rexx, and Advantage models




